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AT HOME WITH

MR. LAS VEGAS

Wayne and Kathleen Newton offer an exclusive look inside their
spectacular retreat, Casa de Shenandoah
BY E.C. GLADSTONE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANCIS GEORGE

Wayne Newton and his wife, Kathleen,
have created a rare enclave that combines
Kathleen’s modern touches with Wayne’s
extensive collection of rare art and
antique furniture.
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ayne Newton does not play fair.
When an interviewer is invited
into the entertainer’s storied Las
Vegas estate, the first thing he
experiences is the Red Room, Newton’s clubby private office,
where he is left alone for several minutes to absorb a nearly overwhelming array of personal memorabilia from a who’s who of
20th-century politicians and entertainers. On display are handwritten letters from Presidents Reagan and Bush (41); inscribed photos
from John Wayne, Jackie Gleason, Lucille Ball, Gene Autry, Colonel
Tom Parker and Egypt’s Anwar Sadat; gifts from Frank Sinatra and
Bill Cosby; Jack Benny’s violin, Nat “King” Cole’s makeup kit and
Gleason’s pool cue from The Hustler; and dozens of tributes and
awards from the USO and others.
“It’s wild,” says Newton when he arrives. “This probably
encompasses maybe 30 percent—I have stuff stuck away in
boxes, and I really am in dire need of expanding.” Newton himself is equally “bigger than the room.” At a very robust 64, he is a
physically imposing bear of a man with a steel-grip handshake,
who would be intimidating were it not for his immediate
warmth, candor and ease. Truthfully, the interests that this
room—and the rest of his Casa de Shenandoah mansion and
grounds—reflect are so varied and widespread that no one could
say they form any kind of crafted image.
Still, it’s hard to swallow when Mr. Las Vegas, walking icon of a
certain era, says, “Living in the past is not something I have ever reveled in. Yesterday has never been that important. I am a man of the
moment.” He will happily let audiences see that for themselves when
he returns to the Strip (for the umpteenth time since 1959) with his
holiday show at Harrah’s this month.
What’s new? Well, nothing…and everything. “I never do the
same show twice,” Newton insists. “I really gear each show to the
crowd I’m in front of. If they are predominantly Southerners, they’re
going to want more country. If they’re Easterners, they’re going to
want more show tunes and standards.” The entertainer’s trick is to do
three very different songs at the outset and gauge from there.
Though he views Vegas audiences as some of the most challenging
in the world, because they come from around the world, “we do get
repeats.” Newton, who has a photographic memory, says, “I can walk
out and recognize faces from before. And that keeps me honest.”
Furthermore, since the early ’90s, he has been conscious of a need to
engage a younger crowd, and in doing so has taken pride in knowing
what audiences expect of him, and trying to bring them something
different from that.
One thing Newton wants audiences to know: Rumors of the
death of his singing voice have been greatly exaggerated. While he
details a three-year struggle with an acute case of acid reflux that led
to surgery, the singer says the effect on his voice was never as drastic
as a certain local Vegas newspaper columnist—“who has an ax to
grind”—made it out to be. “That kind of crap is very hurtful,” he says,
though he argues the critic’s stance has probably hurt his own reputation more than Newton’s. At any rate, Newton insists that he is
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The furniture in Casa de
Shenandoah is largely French
baroque and rococo.

singing better than he has in probably 20 years. “I just finished recording two new
things, and if I was having throat problems I wouldn’t be doing that kind of stuff.”
Surprisingly, Newton is not even remotely challenged by the younger, hipper or
flashier performers on the boulevard. “I used to think that kind of competition existed,” Newton says. But socializing long ago with fellow headliners Elvis, Sinatra, Dean
Martin, Bobby Darin, Sammy Davis, Jr., and Pearl Bailey led him to a realization: “The
best times for our town are when the Strip has the biggest stars that anybody can
find. The bigger the stars in town, the more the town is packed, and we all feed off
each other.” On top of that, Newton has seen Vegas go through several entertainment cycles: “We went through the ‘stand-up star’ policy. Then, when Siegfried and
Roy stepped out of the Stardust show and had their own show, it became a town of
magicians, and all the magicians had white tigers. Then along came Danny Gans,
and it became a town of impressionists. Then along came the Cirque shows. And it’s
all leading back to star policy again.” And Newton has been here through all of it.
“Anything that lives grows or diminishes,” he says, summing up his ongoing
love of the city. “It never stays the same. That doesn’t mean I stood on the corner

His walled compound, which started
as five acres back in 1967 (when it
was so far out in the boonies that his
friends declined to visit), continues
to bring him the greatest pleasure.
130 Vegas November 2006

when they imploded the Sands and the Tropicana, and the Dunes and the
Aladdin and watched the fireworks. It saddened me, obviously. But the reality of
what was to come brought the happiness back that I’ve always felt about the
town.” It doesn’t hurt, he says, that the growth has made his 52 acres off Sunset
Road possibly the largest piece of undeveloped property in the heart of the city,
and thus quite valuable.
Not that Newton has any plans to sell. His walled compound, which started
as five acres back in 1967 (when it was so far out in the boonies that his friends
declined to visit), continues to bring him his greatest pleasure, as the base camp
for his life with his second wife, Kathleen—the 12-year union still seems romantic—and their four-year-old daughter, Lauren, who is clearly Daddy’s girl. (His
30-year-old daughter, Erin, also lives on the property, as do several staffers, who
are treated with an obvious level of respect.) Though he knows the world’s
greatest restaurants and entertainment are now minutes from his doorstep, he’d
still rather play tennis on his court, ride his horses or walk the grounds checking
on the myriad wildlife he has adopted, including kangaroos, wallabies, an emu,
penguins, ducks, geese, a black swan, several tropical birds, six dogs and a couple of cats. “We have within these walls pretty much anything we would want,”
he says. An underground aquifer discovered when they built the house has
made the land unnaturally verdant, with poplar, mulberry and elder trees growing wildly around more manicured hedgerows.
In an irony that underscores the laws of nature, Newton’s imported menagerie
has been threatened and attacked by the native coyotes roaming the adjacent protected parkland. But other than trying to catch them humanely, and maintaining
his perimeter walls, Newton naturally wouldn’t do anything to hurt the local packs.
The mid-’70s mansion itself remains impressive, a 20th-century-modern/Geor-
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Newton’s private office, the Red Room,
contains a dizzying array of personal
memorabilia, tributes and awards from
the USO and others, and autographed
photographs from stars such as
John Wayne and Lucille Ball.
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gian hybrid, comparable to some of the blingiest MTV Cribs (in
fact, it was recently featured on that show). It might not suit
everyone’s taste, but Newton, who grew up in humble Virginia
and Arizona households (his father was a car mechanic), is clearly
proud of it. The common areas concentrate on Wayne’s copious
art and antique-furniture collections, and Kathy’s more modern
touches. Newton’s art—which he lost for seven years after a robbery turned into a lengthy court case against the crime ring
involved—could fill a catalog, or endow a small museum. Included are drawings, lithographs and paintings from a who’s who of
French impressionists and other esteemed names, such as
Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, van Gogh, Gauguin, Pissarro, Dali, even
a tiny Rembrandt. (Like any proud Las Vegan, he also has a few of
Red Skelton’s clowns.) The furniture is largely French
baroque/rococo, and mostly 200-plus years old, including an
exquisite grand piano that he slowly has been bringing back to
proper tuning. The carpet is luxurious and immaculately white.
In the Red Room, the fireplace is made entirely from pieces of
petrified wood that Newton himself found (only Native Americans are legally allowed to keep it privately), and a smooth
chunk that turned out to be petrified dinosaur dung.
The grounds also house Newton’s thriving Arabian-horse
stud farm, which currently includes more than 70 specimens.
“My two passions are horses and music,” he says. “I can’t tell you
which I love more—but I can tell you which paid for the other!”
Though a knee injury is slowing him down today, he typically
rides three to four times a week.
Alongside the stables is a garage that houses an auto collection including two vintage Bentleys, a ’73 Ferrari, a unique Mercedes, several Rolls-Royces (his favorite remains his first, a 1959
from his brother; his newest came from the estate of Johnny
Cash) and a restored duplicate of his own first car, a 1933 Essex
Terraplane. On the rare times when the Newtons venture forth
for leisure activity, it’s usually to their boat on Lake Mead.
Newton has experienced both monumental highs and
lows throughout his career. He has been a union buster, and
(for a moment) a casino owner. He has been the world’s highest-paid entertainer, and also, for a time, in bankruptcy. He has
In addition to his Cadillac golf cart, Newton’s vehicle collection
includes two vintage Bentleys, a 1973 Ferrari, several Rollsbeen followed by the FBI, but also—through his lifelong work
Royces and a duplicate of his first car, a 1933 Essex Terraplane.
for the USO—made an honorary Green Beret. (Can you imagine
where the acid reflux came from?)
“Obviously I would have done some things differently in retrospect,” he
want to be the reason anybody didn’t follow their dream”), he hints at a plan for
says. “But given the same set of circumstances in each incident, I would have
bringing back casino lounges as farm clubs for headliner-potential talent—which,
reacted the same way. It probably forged a kind of polarization of my ideolofor everything that modern Vegas has to offer, is one thing it could sorely use.
gy—not only politically but also in terms of my own life, what it is I wanted to
“Louis and Keely started in the lounge,” he points out, “Don Rickles started in the
do and didn’t want to do.”
lounge, Shecky Greene started in the lounge, I started in the lounge.”
He seems to have a longer list of the latter. But entering what most would call
Newton has had so many experiences and achievements under his belt that it
his “third act” of life, one goal yet unfulfilled is that of passing the torch. Newton
would be impossible to get a full picture in one afternoon. But one clear current
himself was mentored at an early age by the likes of Gleason, Ball, Benny, Darin
emerges: that Wayne Newton is not nearly as simple and straightforward as most
(who brought Wayne his signature song, “Danke Schoen”) and Sinatra. “They were
would assume, that he’s interested and involved in more things than even he
some of the biggest stars in the world,” he says, “and they wanted to see the indusadvertises about himself, and that, despite peppering an interviewer with perfected
try as they knew it survive. That’s why so many of them took an interest in me.”
platitudes, he nonetheless possesses a strong level of sincerity.
While he admits that the experience of doing last year’s reality elimination show
Though he has been a card-carrying and vocal member of the Republican
Party
for decades, conversation reveals that Newton is more moderate on many
The Entertainer was not a happy one (“A dream is a very fragile thing, and I didn’t
issues than one might assume. Having grown up in segregated Virginia—before
moving to Arizona at 10—he couldn’t be more intolerant of “good ol’ boy” bigotry
(which Newton says led him to divest himself of his Branson, Missouri, theater).
Being half-Native American (Powhatan/Cherokee), Newton remains a staunch supporter of tribal gaming and all Amerindian rights. His lifelong love of animals is
equally palpable, even if he doesn’t quite seem the type to belong to PETA. And
overall, Newton doesn’t take himself too seriously, as his various Hollywood and

“A dream is a very fragile thing, and I
didn’t want to be the reason anybody
didn’t follow their dream.”
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The mid-’70s mansion, an impressive
20th-century-modern/Georgian
hybrid, was featured on MTV’s Cribs.
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“My passions are horses and music.
I can’t tell which I love more—but I
can tell which paid for the other!”
television “self” portrayals (all highly fictionalized) attest.
Emphasizing his love of the here and now, Newton offers the tale of his alltime favorite performance. A benefit show with Ol’ Blue Eyes? A private duet
with the King? Neither. It was mere months ago, a week after the coalition
ground invasion in Tallil, Iraq, where he went to shake hands with troops alongside comedian Paul Rodriguez and some Dallas Cowboys cheerleaders. Though
they had no stage or equipment, the 8,000 battle-weary grunts were hoping for
a show, and Newton—who has been the USO’s Celebrity Circle Chairman since
Bob Hope handed over the mantle—couldn’t say no. They rounded up two guitars and a boom box and entertained for a full hour and a half. “Afterward, I told
Kathy over the phone, ‘We’ve done a lot of shows before, and we’ll do a lot
more, but that was the best ever.’ ”
Still, the past is never far away. On the day of this meeting, rumors are swirling
about a new takeover of Harrah’s Entertainment, but the issue doesn’t seem to concern Newton. After all, he has something that no corporate buyout can take from
him, as a framed photo of young Wayne with Bill Harrah himself attests. He also happens to own Mr. Harrah’s personal Rolls-Royce. If you’re lucky, you might spy him driving around town in it sometime. You’ll know it’s Wayne by the license plate, which
really, in the end, says it all: “VEGAS1.” !
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This page and opposite: Newton’s
love of animals is evident in the
menagerie he has adopted, which
includes six dogs, penguins and a
black swan, as well as kangaroos
and tropical birds. The entertainer’s
property also houses a thriving
Arabian-horse stud farm.
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